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Affiliate Bonuses &

COMPENSATION PLAN

This could be the beginning of a brand new life. Join us
and personally experience all of the amazing destinations
our fantastic club negotiates for our valued members. That
said, while this club is a tremendous amount of fun, it isn’t
for everyone.
All of us at ZynTravel believe “traditional” travel has
its place in this world and serves a valuable purpose
for the masses. But some of us need more. We crave
exciting, unique experiences and thrive on exploring the
underexposed corners of our world. Simply put, we love
life and want to squeeze out every ounce of adventure
possible.
Still, most of us who work hard also realize our free time
and vacations – and funds – are limited. So, when we
finally can get away, we often pick those destinations that
are cheaper or more convenient to visit … even if they aren’t
our dream vacation spots. And what if an unexpected blip
of free time pops up in your schedule? Last-minute travel
can be pricey, and you can’t be sure you will be able to find
a nice place to stay for two or three days without spending
an arm and a leg.
We get it. That’s why ZynTravel was born. And what started
as a way to save money for a few friends who sought
adventures in travel has escalated into a sizable network of
global explorers. Never in our wildest dreams did we expect
to make so many friends and travel the world while saving
so much money!

ZYNTRAVEL
Discover your passion

Of course we knew there were others like us out there, but
we had no idea just how many people were seeking what we
had developed: an enormous real-time online clearinghouse
of quality global accommodations – resorts and hotels – at
unbelievable discounted rates. Because of this, ZynTravel also
has become an opportunity for travel-thirsty individuals to
create their own long-term income stream.
Imagine having access to luxury properties typically
commanding thousands of dollars that you are getting for a
fraction of the cost – say, one week for 6 people for as little as
$199 in places like beautiful Cancun, New York, France, Hawaii
or Hong Kong. In fact, some of our luxury resorts and hotel
rates are so low that we are not authorized to show them on
the Internet. No joke.
We know we’ve hit on something exceptional, because
everyone from Millennials to Baby Boomers is inquiring about
joining ZynTravel. If you feel the same after watching our
video, we invite you to contact the person who told you about
us to learn more about becoming part of the ZynTravel family.
Memberships are going fast, and they are limited. Our goal is
not to make any money on the travel, but rather to empower
multiple new members and create amazing memories. After
all, money is transient – but friends and memories stay with
you for a lifetime.
We so appreciate your interest. If you have any questions, feel
free to contact us.

ZYNTRAVEL - ADVENTURE STARTS NOW!!
Disclaimer: It is important that all Independent Affiliates and potential Independent Affiliates understand that each person’s results will vary – there are simply no guarantees as to
the level of success or income you may experience. The testimonials and examples ZynTravel uses are very often exceptional results that do not apply to the average Independent
Affiliate and are not intended to imply or guarantee that one will achieve the same or similar results. Success with ZynTravel depends heavily on market conditions, commitment,
leadership, individual skill and effort. It takes hard work to achieve a substantial income in this business and some Independent Affiliates will make no money at all. Success cannot
be guaranteed. As with almost any business, known and unknown risks exist, your results will be uniquely your own, and will differ from the results of others.
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Getting STARTED

All memberships include initial training materials

To become an independent ZynTravel affiliate, you first must

supporting the development of your business. This

complete an Online Independent Affiliate Agreement. The licensing

payment also includes ability to use your affiliate-

setup cost of $19.99 USD provides you limited use of the website.

granted access to ZynTravel’s web page as well as a
virtual office and a virtual store – both of which are

It also is vital that you purchase one of the 3 Business Memberships

available 24 hours a day, 365 days a year.

for independent affiliates (a once-per-year charge). Once ZynTravel
has accepted your request, you will be issued an identification

NOTE: As a Silver or Gold affiliate, you may upgrade

number (ID #) that will link to all of your promotion efforts – both in

your membership at any time. See our membership

sales of products and services as well as your new-affiliate referrals.

table below.

Available Business Memberships for Independent Affiliates:

SILVER

GOLD

PLATINUM

$49.99 - Matrix Price

$199.99 - Matrix Price

$449.99 - Matrix Price

$49.99 - Price Unit

$149.99 - Price Unit
(to upgrade from Silver to Gold)

(to upgrade from Gold to Platinum)

$150.00 - Pay Out

$450.00 - Pay Out

$750.00 - Pay Out

$249.99 - Price Unit

Membership purchase activates access to ZynTravel’s web page, where you can promote products, services and the
company’s business opportunities. You also will be able to build your organization of independent affiliates and earn
income through membership sales generated via your affiliates’ promotional efforts.
Disclaimer: It is important that all Independent Affiliates and potential Independent Affiliates understand that each person’s results will vary – there are simply no guarantees as to
the level of success or income you may experience. The testimonials and examples ZynTravel uses are very often exceptional results that do not apply to the average Independent
Affiliate and are not intended to imply or guarantee that one will achieve the same or similar results. Success with ZynTravel depends heavily on market conditions, commitment,
leadership, individual skill and effort. It takes hard work to achieve a substantial income in this business and some Independent Affiliates will make no money at all. Success cannot
be guaranteed. As with almost any business, known and unknown risks exist, your results will be uniquely your own, and will differ from the results of others.
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COMPENSATION PLAN

ZYNTRAVEL

This unique plan offers the best payout in the industry.

Discover your passion

After thoroughly investigating current compensation plans, we developed an exceptional blueprint for our affiliates’ success.
ZynTravel affiliates can generate revenue and rewards in a variety of ways:

We get paid 8 ways

*









AFFILIATE TRAVEL
SITE COMMISSION

AFFILIATE
REFERRAL
Bonus

AFFILIATE
CYCLE
Bonus

AFFILIATE
TRAVEL
Bonus


AFFILIATE
MATCHING
Bonus


AFFILIATE
LIFESTYLE
Bonus

AFFILIATE
MARKETING
Bonus

AFFILIATE
GLOBAL
Bonus

Disclaimer: It is important that all Independent Affiliates and potential Independent Affiliates understand that each person’s results will vary – there are simply no guarantees as to
the level of success or income you may experience. The testimonials and examples ZynTravel uses are very often exceptional results that do not apply to the average Independent
Affiliate and are not intended to imply or guarantee that one will achieve the same or similar results. Success with ZynTravel depends heavily on market conditions, commitment,
leadership, individual skill and effort. It takes hard work to achieve a substantial income in this business and some Independent Affiliates will make no money at all. Success cannot
be guaranteed. As with almost any business, known and unknown risks exist, your results will be uniquely your own, and will differ from the results of others.
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COMPENSATION PLAN

11 AFFILIATE
AFFILIATE TRAVEL
SITE COMMISSION
TRAVEL
SITE COMMISSION
Contingent on your membership level, you can receive a percentage
of commissions from your affiliate travel site – calculated by the
difference between travel cost and travel retail price paid on ZynTravel
site by your customer. You can earn from 25% to 100% of that
commission.

MATRIX

COMMISSION

SILVER

25%

GOLD

50%

PLATINUM

100%

REFERRAL
BONUS
AFFILIATE REFERRAL
BONUS
22 AFFILIATE
With each new affiliate you enroll, you are

Additionally, when your affiliate enrolls a new affiliate, you will receive 5%

entitled to earn 20% as an incentive to continue

of that membership sale as an extra incentive. Again, using the $449.99

promoting your business. For example, your

Platinum membership as an example, you would earn $22.50 USD (5%

referral for signing up a Platinum membership

of $449.99). The $19.99 membership activation fees are not included in

would be $90 USD (20% of $449.99).

calculating bonus structures.

Your Compensation as
a PLATINUM MEMBER

1
2

Personally ENROLLED
LEVEL 1

Enrollee ENROLLED
LEVEL 2

SILVER

GOLD

PLATINUM

20%

$10

$40

$90

5%

$2.50

$10

$22.50

*Affiliate Referral Bonuses are paid each week and are paid one time on the initial order of each new member you enroll
Disclaimer: It is important that all Independent Affiliates and potential Independent Affiliates understand that each person’s results will vary – there are simply no guarantees as to
the level of success or income you may experience. The testimonials and examples ZynTravel uses are very often exceptional results that do not apply to the average Independent
Affiliate and are not intended to imply or guarantee that one will achieve the same or similar results. Success with ZynTravel depends heavily on market conditions, commitment,
leadership, individual skill and effort. It takes hard work to achieve a substantial income in this business and some Independent Affiliates will make no money at all. Success cannot
be guaranteed. As with almost any business, known and unknown risks exist, your results will be uniquely your own, and will differ from the results of others.
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COMPENSATION PLAN
SANTORINI, GREECE

3
The 3x2 Matrix is the quickest, most effective method of
compensation within ZynTravel.

ZAKYNTHOS, GREECE

3x2 means you must fill one 12-position membership
tree, distributed as follows: 3 positions in your first level,
each of which have 3 positions below – forming a total
of 9 positions on your second level. Each time this cycle
occurs, you earn income.

YAO NOI, THAILAND

SILVER*

$150

3
9

GOLD*

PLATINUM*

$450

$750

PHI PHI DON, THAILAND

4

AFFILIATE TRAVEL BONUS*
We want you to realize your dreams of world travel.

ANDAZ, MAUI

With this bonus, ZynTravel pays up to an additional 10% of
the amount earned on your cycles. This income comes in
the form of travel dollars banked in your back office. You
may choose to use 100% of this bonus toward a single
travel transaction – to pay for hotel accommodations,
luxury resorts, cruises, airline tickets, et cetera.

All ZynTravel affiliates are qualified for this 5%
Affiliate Travel Bonus. Only Platinum affiliates,
however, will be eligible to receive an extra 5%
once they qualify by registering 3 personal
Platinum affiliates in their first 15 days. Once
qualified, this bonus stays with you throughout
your membership.

Disclaimer: It is important that all Independent Affiliates and potential Independent Affiliates understand that each person’s results will vary – there are simply no guarantees as to
the level of success or income you may experience. The testimonials and examples ZynTravel uses are very often exceptional results that do not apply to the average Independent
Affiliate and are not intended to imply or guarantee that one will achieve the same or similar results. Success with ZynTravel depends heavily on market conditions, commitment,
leadership, individual skill and effort. It takes hard work to achieve a substantial income in this business and some Independent Affiliates will make no money at all. Success cannot
be guaranteed. As with almost any business, known and unknown risks exist, your results will be uniquely your own, and will differ from the results of others.
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MIAMI, FL

COMPENSATION PLAN
5

MALDIVES

AFFILIATE MATCHING BONUS*
CYCLES LEVEL 1 LEVEL 2

This matrix-generated bonus is paid after 5 completed

50

25%

10%

25

15%

10%

first- and second-tier affiliates. All are cumulative and,

15

15%

5%

once achieved, are maintained as long as you are a

10

10%

5%

5

5%

0%

personal cycles in any cycle tree or combination thereof.
Earned revenues are based on cycles generated by your

qualified affiliate.
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ROSEWOOD MAYAKOBA

PHI PHI DON, THAILAND

AFFILIATE LIFESTYLE BONUS*

For people that start Building Momentum, we have the

Next, when you’re platinum and you complete your first

Affiliate Lifestyle Bonus.

5 cycles, you’re going to receive an Apple Mini-iPad!

Starting with the Exclusive Rising Star Club, when
you get your 1st cycle in your 1st 15 days, you will be
recognized as an Exclusive Rising Star Club member.

COCONUT GROVE

When you’ve completed 10 cycles, you’re going to
receive a GoPro Hero Camera.
You need to keep moving forward because the Rewards

You will get an incredible plaque, your name will be

from this point forward, are even more UNBELIEVABLE...

scrolling all over the Zyn Travel site, you will have special

We’ve got $10K and $20K Exotic Vacations, cruises, a

recognition at our big events and you will be sitting with

trip to the Great Wall of China, a Rolex watch…Imagine

the other exclusive rising star club members – pretty

going to the Tony Robbins Fiji Experience. The lifestyle

much treated like royalty!

bonuses are incredible!!

PALOS VERDES, CA

SCOTLAND
Disclaimer: It is important that all Independent Affiliates and potential Independent Affiliates understand that each person’s results will vary – there are simply no guarantees as to
the level of success or income you may experience. The testimonials and examples ZynTravel uses are very often exceptional results that do not apply to the average Independent
Affiliate and are not intended to imply or guarantee that one will achieve the same or similar results. Success with ZynTravel depends heavily on market conditions, commitment,
leadership, individual skill and effort. It takes hard work to achieve a substantial income in this business and some Independent Affiliates will make no money at all. Success cannot
be guaranteed. As with almost any business, known and unknown risks exist, your results will be uniquely your own, and will differ from the results of others.

ICELAND

ZYNTRAVEL

COMPENSATION PLAN
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Discover your passion

AFFILIATE MARKETING BONUS

The Affiliate Marketing Bonus rewards leaders who help their

To qualify for this bonus – which pays you an

teams learn and grow by using the CRM tools in ZynTravel’s

additional $10 for each of your primary enrollees

Pro Package. These tools provide a tremendous advantage to

who also use the Pro Package, plus $5 at the

members who are growing their business online, helping them to

second tier and $3 at the third for other Pro users

build and plan ahead while strategically tracking their success.

– you must also purchase ZynTravel Pro.
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AFFILIATE GLOBAL BONUS

With the Global Bonus, ZynTravel pays up to 75% of available

For those affiliates not gaining qualification

income on cycles completed by non-qualified affiliates. (A non-

within the year-long time frame, their 25%

qualified affiliate is an active member who has not yet personally

to 75% earnings from unpaid cycles will be

enrolled 3 affiliates at any membership level.)

immersed in a global pool and shared with all

Based on his/her number of personal affiliates enrolled, each activebut-non-qualified affiliate will earn between 25% and 75% of the

qualified Platinum affiliates with 50+ cycles
who have cycled that calendar month.

available revenue after each completed cycle. ZynTravel will bank

These cumulative bonuses are paid once a

these funds until the affiliate has personally enrolled 3 affiliates (at

month in the second pay cycle. Because this

any membership level) within his/her first year of activity. Once this

is a global bonus, it is generated from all

happens, the affiliate not only starts earning 100% of this bonus but

completed monthly cycles by our affiliates

also will receive his/her previously banked funds earned in past cycles.

worldwide.

Disclaimer: It is important that all Independent Affiliates and potential Independent Affiliates understand that each person’s results will vary – there are simply no
guarantees as to the level of success or income you may experience. The testimonials and examples ZynTravel uses are very often exceptional results that do
not apply to the average Independent Affiliate and are not intended to imply or guarantee that one will achieve the same or similar results. Success with ZynTravel
depends heavily on market conditions, commitment, leadership, individual skill and effort. It takes hard work to achieve a substantial income in this business and
some Independent Affiliates will make no money at all. Success cannot be guaranteed. As with almost any business, known and unknown risks exist, your results will
be uniquely your own, and will differ from the results of others.
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Explanation of COMPENSATION PLAN
?

WHAT IS A CYCLE TREE?

All matrices are 3x2, filled independently from left to right.
Each affiliate’s matrix contains his affiliates, including his
personal enrollees and their signed affiliates. Every time a
cycle occurs, a new tree is born.
There are 3 available cycle trees for independent affiliates:
Silver, Gold and Platinum. Positions on these trees may be
filled by new affiliates you enroll, or with affiliates already in
your system who have cycled and are following you.

SILVER

GOLD

PLATINUM

$49.99 - Matrix Price

$199.99 - Matrix Price

$449.99 - Matrix Price

$49.99 - Price Unit
$150.00 - Pay Out

$149.99 - Price Unit

$249.99 - Price Unit

(to upgrade from Silver to Gold)

(to upgrade from Gold to Platinum)

$450.00 - Pay Out

$750.00 - Pay Out

Disclaimer: It is important that all Independent Affiliates and potential Independent Affiliates understand that each person’s results will vary – there are simply no guarantees as to
the level of success or income you may experience. The testimonials and examples ZynTravel uses are very often exceptional results that do not apply to the average Independent
Affiliate and are not intended to imply or guarantee that one will achieve the same or similar results. Success with ZynTravel depends heavily on market conditions, commitment,
leadership, individual skill and effort. It takes hard work to achieve a substantial income in this business and some Independent Affiliates will make no money at all. Success
cannot be guaranteed. As with almost any business, known and unknown risks exist, your results will be uniquely your own, and will differ from the results of others.
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Explanation of COMPENSATION PLAN

??

ZYNTRAVEL
Discover your passion

WHAT IS A IS
CYCLE?
WHAT
A CYCLE?
A cycle occurs when you fill all 12 positions
in a matrix – whether with new affiliates or
established ones in your structure who have
already cycled and are following you.
Cycle payment is made weekly on Mondays,
taking into account all activity occurring before

COMPLETED CYCLE

NEW CYCLE TREE

midnight Pacific Time three Sundays prior to
payout date.

?

‘FOLLOW ME’ SYSTEM
Your enrollees and their enrollees – forming your
tree of 12 people – will follow you every time
you cycle. First, your personal enrollees (first
tier) will be placed from left to right in principal
positioning on your new cycle tree, followed by
your personal-directs (second tier) so that you
cycle even faster. A powerful synergy is created

NEW CYCLE TREE

when we are devoted to helping others.
Disclaimer: It is important that all Independent Affiliates and potential Independent Affiliates understand that each person’s results will vary – there are simply no guarantees as to
the level of success or income you may experience. The testimonials and examples ZynTravel uses are very often exceptional results that do not apply to the average Independent
Affiliate and are not intended to imply or guarantee that one will achieve the same or similar results. Success with ZynTravel depends heavily on market conditions, commitment,
leadership, individual skill and effort. It takes hard work to achieve a substantial income in this business and some Independent Affiliates will make no money at all. Success cannot
be guaranteed. As with almost any business, known and unknown risks exist, your results will be uniquely your own, and will differ from the results of others.
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Explanation of COMPENSATION PLAN
?

AUTO RE-ENTRY
With each cycle, the system
automatically will open a new matrix
in that same tree. You as an affiliate
receive this benefit free of charge.

NEW CYCLE TREE

?

CYCLE PAYMENTS
Affiliates must be active and qualified to receive payment

Once you have 3 PEs in any of the membership

for their cycles. If an affiliate is active but not yet qualified,

levels, you will get paid 100% of the payout per

payment generated from his/her trees will be accumulated

cycle, and you also will start earning your Affiliate

and held by ZynTravel until he or she is qualified.

Travel Bonus. At this time, all of the monies and

This means:
•

Without any personally enrolled (PE) affiliates, you will
accumulate 25% of the payout from a completed cycle.

•

other bonuses previously retained by ZynTravel will
be paid out in the next pay period. An affiliate has
one calendar year in which to earn qualification.

With 1 PE, you will accumulate 50% of the payout from
that cycle.

•

With 2 PEs, you will accumulate 75% of the payout from
that cycle.

Disclaimer: It is important that all Independent Affiliates and potential Independent Affiliates understand that each person’s results will vary – there are simply no guarantees as to the level of success or income you may
experience. The testimonials and examples ZynTravel uses are very often exceptional results that do not apply to the average Independent Affiliate and are not intended to imply or guarantee that one will achieve the same
or similar results. Success with ZynTravel depends heavily on market conditions, commitment, leadership, individual skill and effort. It takes hard work to achieve a substantial income in this business and some Independent
Affiliates will make no money at all. Success cannot be guaranteed. As with almost any business, known and unknown risks exist, your results will be uniquely your own, and will differ from the results of others.
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!

RANK ADVANCEMENT OPPORTUNITIES

ZYNTRAVEL
Discover your passion

At ZynTravel we have created powerful rank advancement opportunities so our affiliates can be
rewarded at every level of success. Each rank advancement opportunity has certain
requirements that need to be met. See below:
RANK QUALIFICATIONS
Membership Level

SILVER

GOLD

PLATINUM

Rank Name

Requirement

		

AFFILIATE

Buy Membership

		

EXECUTIVE

5 Cycles

		

NATIONAL EXECUTIVE

10 Cycles

		

INTERNATIONAL EXECUTIVE

15 Cycles

		

SR EXECUTIVE

25 Cycles

		

PRESIDENT

50 Cycles

		

INTERNATIONAL PRESIDENT

1 PE* Presidents

		

EXECUTIVE PRESIDENT

3 PE* Presidents

		

CHIEF EXECUTIVE PRESIDENT

5 PE* Presidents

		

CHAIRMAN

5 PE* Star Presidents

		

EXECUTIVE CHAIRMAN

5 PE* Chairmen

*PE = PERSONALLY ENROLLED

Disclaimer: It is important that all Independent Affiliates and potential Independent Affiliates understand that each person’s results will vary – there are simply no guarantees as to
the level of success or income you may experience. The testimonials and examples ZynTravel uses are very often exceptional results that do not apply to the average Independent
Affiliate and are not intended to imply or guarantee that one will achieve the same or similar results. Success with ZynTravel depends heavily on market conditions, commitment,
leadership, individual skill and effort. It takes hard work to achieve a substantial income in this business and some Independent Affiliates will make no money at all. Success cannot
be guaranteed. As with almost any business, known and unknown risks exist, your results will be uniquely your own, and will differ from the results of others.
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Explanation of COMPENSATION PLAN
?

DURATION OF RETAINED CYCLES

If at the time of yearly qualification an affiliate’s license still has not been activated (by accrual of 3 direct enrollments),
his accumulated unpaid earnings will cycle to a global fund paid out to Platinum members with 50+ cycles.

?

3 WAYS TO CYCLE

1

3

Working with your second-tier as a team

Your ENROLLER and his personal affiliates

enrolled independent affiliate.

and combining efforts to cycle

also can place affiliates in your cycle trees

.

?

2

Filling a cycle tree with new personally

ACTIVE AFFILIATE

In order to be considered an active affiliate, you must pay your monthly fee of $12.99 USD a month.
You must remain active in order to collect any bonuses or payments from the company as well as to have travel-site
access. During the period of your inactivity, you cannot accumulate any benefit or money from your cycles; instead,
those cycles will be used for the Global Bonus. After a year of inactivity, you will lose your organization.
Disclaimer: It is important that all Independent Affiliates and potential Independent Affiliates understand that each person’s results will vary – there are simply no guarantees as to the
level of success or income you may experience. The testimonials and examples ZynTravel uses are very often exceptional results that do not apply to the average Independent Affiliate
and are not intended to imply or guarantee that one will achieve the same or similar results. Success with ZynTravel depends heavily on market conditions, commitment, leadership,
individual skill and effort. It takes hard work to achieve a substantial income in this business and some Independent Affiliates will make no money at all. Success cannot be guaranteed.
As with almost any business, known and unknown risks exist, your results will be uniquely your own, and will differ from the results of others.

MALDIVES
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Explanation of BENEFITS
BENEFIT

SILVER

GOLD

PLATINUM

Travel Credit applicable toward escape trips, special offers, or time shares

$50

$200

$500

Affiliate Travel Site Commission % of Profit

25%

50%

100%

Weeks of Vacation per year on timeshare mode

3

5

unlimited

Discount Access of hotel nights - all inclusive packages, rental cars







Travel Deal of the Day







Vacation Access 2- to 4-Night Stays







Number of Weeks Available Per Year

5

10

20

Standard Resort Condo Inventory







Travel Sales Tools







Team Training Calls







Online Community







E-Training and Advanced Business Strategy







Zyn Academy (weekly/monthly/quarterly training)







Social Sales Funnel







Biz Admin Tools







Luxury Resort/Villa (timeshare) week inventory







Family Members

2

3

Exclusive Inventory Blow-Out Sale





Short-Notice Luxury Resort Inventory





Full-time Travel Concierge



Exclusive VIP 800 number access



Special Destination Offers



Flash Sale - everything at full discount once a quarter



ZYNTRAVEL
Discover your passion

Available with ZynPro Back Office
Automated Funnels







Lead Management







Access to Traffic Co-Ops







My Meetings System







Email System Including Auto Responders
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WE ARE IN OVER
134 COUNTRIES
WORLD WIDE

ZYNTRAVEL
Discover your passion

Your Travel Affiliate is:
Name:
Phone:
Email:
Referral ID:

